
                                                            QUESTIONS  

NUMBER  ONE 

1.  Bico Ltd., a company based in Mombasa, exports vital fishing hooks to 
Madagascar.  The demand for the hooks is constant and Samaki Ltd., is able to 
predict the annual demand with considerable accuracy.  The predicted demand for 
the next couple of year is 200,000 hooks per year. 
 

Bico Ltd. purchases its hooks from a manufacturer in Mombasa at a price of Sh.400 
per hook.  In order to transport the purchases from Mombasa to Madagascar, Bico 
Ltd. must charter a ship.  The charter services usually charge Sh.20,000 per trip plus 
Sh.40 per hook (this includes the cost of loading the ship).  The ships have a 
capacity of 10,000 hooks.  The placing of each order including arranging for the 
ship requires 5 h ours of employee time.  It takes about a week for an order to 
arrive at the Bico Ltd.  Warehouse in Madagascar.  The warehouse has a capacity of 
15,000 hooks. 
 

When a ship arrives at the Bico warehouse, the hooks can be unloaded at a rate of 
25 hooks per hour per employee. The unloading equipment used by each employee 
is rented from a local supplier at a rate equivalent to Sh.100 per hour.  Supervisory 
time for each shipload is about 4 hours.  The employees working in the warehouse 
have several tasks: 
 

i Placing the hooks into storage, after they are unloaded which can be done at 
the rate of about 40 per hour. 

ii Checking, cleaning etc. of the hooks in inventory requires about one-half 
hour per hook per year. 

iii Removing a hook from inventory and preparing it for shipments to a 
customer requires about one-eighth of an hour. 

iv Security guards general maintenance, etc. require about 10,000 hours per 
year. 

 
The average cost per hour of labour is equivalent to Sh.200 (including fringe 
benefits). Bico Ltd. has developed the following prediction equation for its general 
overhead (excluding shipping materials, fringe benefits, and equipment rental): 
Predicted overhead for the year = Sh.20,000,000 + (Sh.160 x Total labour hours) 
The materials used to ship one hook to a customer costs Sh.20 and the delivery 
costs average out to about Sh.40 per hook. 
The company requires a before-tax rate of return of 20 per cent on its investment. 
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The ordering policy from the manufacturers by Bico Ltd., is based on an EOQ. 
Model, which is determined by the demand for hooks in Madagascar. 

 
 
 

Required 

a) Determine the quantity that should be ordered each time and the re-order level  (15 
marks) 

b) If the true overhead prediction equation is: 
Sh.16,000,000  + (Sh.240 x Total labour hours), what is the cost of the prediction 
error?                                                                                                              
(10 marks) 
           (Total:  25 marks) 

 
NUMBER  TWO 

The Finance Director of Special prog  Ltd. is considering developing a flexible-budget 
formula for the manufacturing overhead costs. 
 
The accounting staffs have suggested that simple linear regression be used to 
determine the cost behaviour pattern of the overhead cost.  They consider that this 
method would provide a good and quick estimate of the costs that can be expected to 
be incurred each month.  The actual direct-labour hours and corresponding 
manufacturing overhead costs for each month between 1996 and 1999 were used in 
the linear-regression analysis. 
 
The following occurrences during the period are considered unusual: 

1. Production was reduced in one month during 1997 due to wildcat strikes 
related to political changes in one of the countries. 

2. In 1998, production was reduced in one month because of material shortages 
and materially increased (overtime scheduled) during two-months to meet the 
units required for one-time sales order. 

3. Employee benefits were raised significantly in December 1998 as a result of a 
labour agreement. 

4. Production during 1999 was not affected by any special circumstances. 
 

The accounting staff raised the following issues: 

 Some members question whether historical data should be used at all to form the 
basis for a flexible-budget formula. 

 Some members believe that he use of data from all 48 months would provide a 
more accurate portrayal of the cost behaviour.  While they recognized that any    
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of the monthly data could include efficiencies, they believed these would tend to 
balance out over a long period of time. 

 Still other members felt that only the most recent 12 months should be used 
because they were the most current. 

 Other members of the accounting staff suggested that only those months that 
were considered normal should be used so that the regression would not be 
distorted. 

 
The accounting department ran two regression analyses of the data, one using the data 
from all 48 months and the other using only the data from the last 12 months. 
 
The results were as follows: 
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Specail prog Ltd 
Least-square Regression Analyses 

 Data from 
all 

Data from most recent 

Coefficients of the regression equation:   

               Constant     
Sh.185.715 

               Sh.163.530 

                Independent variable     Sh.    
2.40045 

   6.9655 

Coefficient of correlation 0.47 0.69 

Standard error of the estimate 19.504 11.210 

Standard error of the regression   
Coefficient for t he independent 
variable 

0.97 1.40 

Calculated t statistics for the registration 
coefficient 

1.64 3.01 

Statistics required for a 95% confidence 
interval: 

  

              10 degrees of freedom  2.23 

              34 degrees of freedom 1.96  

 
Required: 
a)  

i Formulate the flexible-budget equation that can be employed to estimate 
monthly manufacturing-overhead costs.     (2 marks) 

ii Calculate the estimate of overhead costs for a month when 37.500 direct labour 
hours are worked.      (2 marks) 

b) Using only the results of the two regression analysis above, explain which of the 
two results is more appropriate as a basis for the flexible-budget formula. (7 
marks) 

c) Evaluate and explain how each of the four issues raised by the accounting 
department staff influence our willingness to use the results of the statistical 
analyses as the basis for the flexible-budget formula.                                                                              
(9 marks) 

       (Total:  20 marks) 
 
NUMBER  THREE 

A company makes a lotion that is manufactured through two processes, A and B.  on 
the 1 November 1995, work in process  consisted of the following: 
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  Sh. 

Process 
A: 

2000 units  

 Direct materials 1,000,000 

 Direct labour 400,000 

 Overheads 600,000 

   

Process 
B: 

6000 units  

 Direct materials 3,400,000 

 Direct labour 760,000 

 Overheads 1,200,000 

 
In both processes the goods were 100% complete as to direct materials and 75% 
complete as to direct labour and overheads.  In the month of November, the 
following additional costs were incurred. 
 

  Process A Process  B 

 Sh Sh. 

Direct materials 1,940,000   560,000 

Direct labour    728,000 2,240,000 

Overheads 1,080,000 4,200,000 

 
On 30th November 1995, 4000 units were completed and passed form Process A to 
Process B while 1600 units remained in progress, 100% complete as to direct 
materials and 50% complete as to direct labour an overheads.  On the same date, 
10,000 units were passed from Process B into finished goods while 4000 units 
remained in progress, 100% complete as to direct materials and 50% complete as to 
direct labour and overheads. 
 
All inventories are valued on the weighted average cost basis and transfers from 
process A to Process B are treated as part of direct material cost. 

Required: 
The cost accounts for both processes for the month of November 1988. 
Show all supporting computations including the inventory flow through each process. 
                                                                                                                 (Total: 20 
marks) 
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NUMBER FOUR 

Gifets  Ltd. Manufactures and distributes a line of Christmas gifts.  The company had 
neglected to keep its gifts line current. As a result, sales have decreased to 
approximately 25,000 units per year fro a previous high of 125,000 units.  The gifts 
have been redesigned recently and is considered by company officials to be 
comparable to its competitors‟ models.  The company plans to redesign the gifts each 
year in order to compete effectively.  Steve Iregi, the Sales Manager, is not sure how 
many units can be sold next year, but she is willing to place probabilities on her 
estimates.  Steve  Iregi‟s estimates of the number of units that can be sold during the 
next year and the related probabilities are as follows: 
 
Estimated 
Sales in units  probabilities 
  50,000         0.10 
  75,000        0.40 
100,000                    0.30 
125,000                    0.20 
 
The units would be sold for sh.500 each.  The inability to estimate the sales more 
precisely is a problem for Gifets Ltd.  the number of units of this product is small 
enough to schedule the entire year‟s sales in one production run. 
 
If the demand is greater than the number of units manufactured, then sales will be 
lost.  If the demand is below supply, the extra units cannot be carried over to the next 
season and would be given away to various charitable organizations. 
 
The production and distributions cost estimates are as follows: 
 
UNITS MANUFACTURED 
  50,000 75,000 100,000 125,000 
      
Variable costs (Sh) 9,900,000 14,850,000 19,800,000 24,750,000 
Fixed costs (Sh) 7,700,000 7,700,000 8,800,000 8,800,8000 
Total  costs (Sh) 17,600,000 22,550,000 28,600,000 33,550,000 
 
The company intends to analyze the data to facilitate making a decision as to the 
proper size of the production run. 
 
Required: 
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a) Prepare a payoff table for the different sizes of production runs required to meet 
the four sales estimates prepared by Steve Iregi for Gifets Ltd. 
If Gifets Ltd. relied solely on the expected monetary value approach to make 
decisions, what size of production run would be selected?                                  (6 
marks) 
 

b) Identify the seven basic steps that are taken in any decision process.  Explain 
each step by reference to the situation presented by Gifets Ltd. and your answer to 
requirement (a)                                                                            (14 marks) 

       (Total:  20 marks) 
 
NUMBER  FIVE 

The   (BBL) Ltd has only two-branches.  The head office branch is in the center of 
Kampala and the Kagema branch outside Kampala.  The head office staff consists of 
the managing director and finance manager.  With minor exceptions, the branch 
managers are permitted to conduct their affairs like the heads of two independent 
banks.  The planning and control system centers on branch income statements 
prepared by the Finance Manager. 
 
The Kagema branch, on the other hand, is located outside Kampala in a large and 
growing retirement community and as primary retail branch.  Mr. Obachi, the 
manager, is in his first year with the BBL.  In his attempts to sell the bank‟s services to 
the Kagera residents, he has found that his only success is the area of foreign deposits.  
Loan business, on the other hand, is both competitive and scarce. 
 
The interest rate he can charge is constrained by the fact that the manager of the local 
competing branch of the other bank while not actively soliciting loan business is 
apparently charging rates below the prevailing Kampala prime rate.  Additionally, 
there seems to be fundamental resistance in the part of the Kagema residents to the 
idea of borrowing even at the 12% rate Obachi  has been offering. 
 
The Kampala branch located in the growing central business district, serves primarily 
commercial customers.  The manger, Mr. Kariuki, has found in recent years that while 
he faces a number of vigorous competitors the principal constraint on his ability to 
generate new loan business is lack of supporting deposits.  The only alternative source 
of lending funds is the purchase of Euro currency, which are foreign deposits held in 
a bank outside Africa. 
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This opinion is considered less than acceptable by Kariuki, as the 22% interest he 
would have to pay for such funds is higher than the rate he is able to charge loan 
customers currently at 20%. 
 
In spite of his frequent lectures on the merits of leverage, the best Obachi has been 
able to do is to generate a few goll-carat installment and social security cheque 
receivable loans.  As a result, he finds himself with substantial excess savings deposits, 
which he has to keep in the vault to satisfy the government‟s 20% cash reserve 
requirement, the vault additionally contains excess lendable funds equal to almost 
70% of total savings deposits. 
 
The finance manager has suggested that he lends these funds to Kariuki at the 
Kampala branch.  This was acceptable to both managers, although some disagreement 
arose as to the interest rate appropriate for such a loan.  The argument was finally 
settled by the finance manger, who indicated that the theoretically correct rate was the 
rate Obachi  was paying on savings deposits, 10%.  It has been further agreed that if 
Obachi could find additional loans, any or all of the funds lent to Kariuki would be 
returned. 
 
Required: 
a) Evaluate the 10% inter branch loan rate and suggest appropriate changes in 

relation to the following criteria: 

i Motivating managers to act in a manner consistent with the best interests of 
the bank as a whole.         (4 marks) 

ii Evaluating the performance of individual branches.      (3 marks) 
 

b) Would your answer change if the Kagera branch loan rate were to rise to 14%, 
while all other rates as well as the level of loan demand at Kampala branch, 
remained the same?                                                                                                
(4 marks) 

c) Would your answer change if all rates were the same as in (a) above except that he 
cost of Euro currency dropped to 18%.        (3 marks) 

d) Based on your answers to the above, what general statements can you make about 
the inter branch loan rate appropriate for evaluation of individual managers?  (6 
marks) 

               (Total:  20 marks) 
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                                     ANSWERS  

 
NUMBER  ONE 

 (a) Annual Demand = 200,000 hooks 
 
 Cost per Order 
  

 Hours Shs. 
Cost per Ship Chartered  20,000 
Hours required to place an order 5  
Hours required to supervise on 
loading 

4  

Total hours 9  
Labour cost  9 x 200  1,800 
Overhead cost  9 x 160  1,440 
Total  23,240 

 
Cost per unit of average 
Inventory 

   

Hours required per hook per 
day 

½   

Labour costs (½ x 200)  100  
Overhead cost (½ x 160)  80 180.00 
Cost of capital filed up in 
inventory variable 

   

Costs expected at the time of 
purchase 

   

Purchase price  400.00  
Shipping cost  40.00  
Equipment rental 25

1 x Sh.100  4.00  

Hours required:  on loading 25
1    

                           On storage 40
1    

                            Total 200
13    

Labour cost          200
13  x 200  13.00  

Overhead cost      200
13  x 160  10.40  

  467.40  
Cost of  capital 20% x 467.40   93.48 
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Total cost per unit   273.48 
 

 EOQ = hooks 830,5
48.273

240,23  x 000,2002


x
 

 Reorder Level = DL  = 200,000 x 52
1    = 3,846 hooks 

   360 
 

- Original decision order size is 5,830 
- Results of optimal decision, given alternative parameter 

(a) new rate =  16,000,000 + (Shs.240 x Total Labour hours) 
 
The Shs.1,600,000 is irrelevant 
Annual demand = 200,000 hooks 

 
 Actual cost per order = 23,240 + 9(240 – 160) = 23,960 
 Actual cost per unit of inventory 
 = 273.48 + ½(240 – 160) + 0.2(240 – 160) ( 200

13 ) = 314.52 

 

 EOQ = hooks 520,5
52.314

960,23 x 000,200  x 22 
Ch
Dco  

  

 Optimal

2Q
D  TRC ChOCo 

 

 =   200,000 x  23,960      +       5,520 x 314.52 = 1,736191.142     =   
1,736,191.142 
         5,520                                    2 
 
 Actual results, given original decision 
 
 TRC      = 200,000 x 23,960      +  2,830 x 314.52      = 1,738,781.203 
 Actual  5,830                              2 
 

  Cost prediction error  = 1,738,781.203 – 1,736,191.142 
                                                              = Shs.2,590.061 
 
 

NUMBER TWO 

 (a)(i) Estimated manufacturing Overhead (EMO) 
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 Data from all 
         EMO = 185.715 + Sh.2.40045 (Direct labour hours) 
 
  Data from most Recent 
  EMO = Sh.163.53 + Sh.6.2965 (Direct labour hours) 
 
 (ii) Data from all 
   EMO = Shs.185.725 + Shs.2.40045 (37,500) 

                       = Sh.90,202.59 
 
   Data  from most Recent 
   EMO =163.53 + Shs. 6.29655(37,000) 
   = 236,284.155 
 
(b) The results develop from the most recent 12 months are preferred because the 

t statistic for the 12 months data is 3.01 which is greater than the t-statistic of 
2.23 for a 95% confidence interval.  
The 48-month data have a t-statistic which is an important selection creation 
because, if the calculated t-statistic exceeds the table t-statistic for a specified 
confidence interval level, the indications that the true value of the regression 
coefficient may be different from zero.  This means that the equation 
developed from the regression is statistically acceptable. 

 
(c)   Issue 1 

Other things equal, the more observation the better.  However, it does not 
necessarily follow that there will be a balancing of variations in efficiencies, 
obtaining more observations by using additional months may introduce 
spurious elements which are no-longer relevant to estimating future 
manufacturing overhead.  This happens to be the case in this problem.  That, is 
the 12 month data provide a better estimating equation than 36 months data. 
 
Issue 2 
There are differing philosophies on this matter.  Some would say that since 
aberrations has occurred in the past, they may occur in the future, and 
therefore should be included.  However, if the abnormality is unlikely to occur, 
it should be eliminated from the observations that are used to develop the 
regression equation. 
 
Issue 3 
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This issue is valued only if there is reason to believe that the underlying casual 
relationship has changed (for example: New Technology) or that shilling cost 
levels 
have changes.  Otherwise, there is no reason to exclude observations due to the 
point in time at which they occurred. 
 
Issue 4 
The use of historical data is a reasonable starting point and furnishes a sound 
foundation for developing a flexible budget formula provided that these have 
been drastic changes in casual and/or cost relationships.  Of course, the 
equation derived from the regression analysis should be modified for any 
information that management expects will affect the cost estimate in the future.  
This could include adjustments for any unit cost increase. 

 
NUMBER  THREE 

PROCESS A – Weighted Average Method (WAM) 
 
(i)  Units flow 

INPUT TOTAL MATERIAL CONVERSION 
Beginning WIP 2,000   
Added materials 3,600   
Units to account for  5,600   

OUTPUT 
   

Transferred out 4,000 4,000(100%) 4,000 (100%) 
Ending WIP 1,600 1,600 

(100%) 
800 (50%) 

Equivalent units 5,600 5,600 4,800 
(ii)    
Cost flow (Sh)    
Beginning WIP 2,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 
Current cost 3,748,000 1,940,000 1,808,000 
Cost to account for 5,748,000 2,940,000 2,808,000 
(iii)    

Cost per unit (Shs)    
Equivalent units  5,600 4,800 
Cost per unit (Shs) 1,100 =        525           +          

585 
(iv) 
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Cost Application Shs 
(Workings)   

Transfer to Process B 4,440,000 (4,000 x 1,100) 
End up WIP 1,308,000 (1,600 x 525) + (800 x 585) 
Equivalent cost 5,748,000  
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INPUT PROCESS A ACCOUNT OUTPUT 

 Units Amount 
(Shs) 

 Units Amount(Shs) 

Beginning 
WIP 

2,000 2,000,000 Transfer to 
process B 

  
4,000 

 
4,440,000 

Materials 3,600 1,940,000 Ending 
WIP 

1,600 1,308,000 

Labour  728,000    
Overheads   ____ 1,080,000  ____ ________ 
 5,600 5,748,000  5,600 5,748,000 
      

 
PROCESS B 
 
(i)Units Flow 

INPUT TOT
AL 

TRANSFERRE
D IN 

MATERI
AL 

CONVERSI
ON 

Beginning WIP 6,000    
Added materials 4,000    
Added from 
Process A 

4,000    

Units to account 
for  

14,00
0 

   

OUTPUT 
    

Transferred out 10,00
0 

10,000 10,000 10,000 

Ending WIP 4,000 4,000 4,000 2,000 
Equivalent units 14,00

0 
14,000 14,000 12,000 

 
(ii)  Cost flow (Shs.) 

Beginning WIP 5,360,000 - 3,400,000 1,960,000 
Current cost 11,440,00

0 
4,440,000 560,000 6,440,000 

Cost to account for   16,800,00
0 

4,400,000 3,960,000 8,400,000 

 
(iii)   Equivalent cost per unit (sh)       ÷       ÷                       ÷                        
÷ 
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Equivalent units   14,000 14,000 12,000 
Cost per unit (sh) 1,300 317.14 282.86 700 

 
(iv)     Cost Application 

 (SHS) (WORKINGS) 
Transferred to Finished 
Goods 

13,000,00
0 

(10,000 x 1,300) 

Ending WIP 3,800,000 2,000 (700) + 4,000 (282.86) + 
4,000 (317.14) 

Equivalent costs 16,800,00
0 
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 PROCESS B ACCOUNT  

INPUT     OUTPUT 
 Units Amount 

(Shs) 
 Units Amount 

(Shs) 
Beginning 
WIP 

6,000 5,360,000 Transferre
d out 

10,00
0 

13,000,000 

Material 
Added 

4,000 560,000 Ending 
WIP 

4,000 3,800,000 

Transferred in 4,000 4,440,000    
Labour  2,240,000    
Overheads _____ 4,200,000  ____

_ 
_________ 

 14,000 16,800,000  14,00
0 

16,800,000 

      
 
NUMBER  FOUR 

 (a)   

 
Demand 

 
Probability 

Production Runs ‘000’ 

50 75 100 125 

50 0.1 7,400 2,450 (3,600) (8,550) 

75 0.4 7,400 14,950 8,900 3,950 

100 0.3 7,400 14,950 21,400 16,450 

125 0.2 7,400 14,950 21,400 28,950 

EMV  7,400 13,700 14,900 11,450 

 
 Profit (profit payoff) = (selling price x Quantity) – Total Costs 
 
 Working „000‟ 
 EMV at 50,000 Productions 
 = 7,400 x 1 = 7,400 
 

EMV @  75,000 production 
 
= (-3,600 x 0.1) + (8,900 x 0.4) + (21,400 x 0.5) = 13,900 
 
EMV @ 100,000 production 
 
= (-3,600 x 0.1) + (8,900 x 0.4) + (21,400 x 0.5)  = 13,900 
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EMV @ 125,000 Production 
 
= (-8,550 x 0.1) + (3,950 x 0.4) + (16,450 x 0.3) + (28,950 x 0.2) 
= 11,450 
 
Decision 
Produce at a production Run of 100,000 units because it yields the highest 
expected monetary value of Shs.13.9 million. 
 

(b) Steps 
1. Identify objectives 
2. Search for alternative courses of Action 
3. Gather data about alternatives 
4. Select Alternative course of Action 
5. Implement the decision 
6. Compare actual and planned outcomes 
7. Respond to divergences from plan. 

 
NUMBER  FIVE 

BIM BANK   Ltd    (BBL) 
 
(a)  
 Solution to (i) and (iii) 

- Where this transfer rate will provide the proper motivation, it‟s not clear that 
it is appropriate for evaluating branch performance.  With this rate the BIM 
Bank  Ltd (BBL). receives all the credit for the 7.5% incremental system-wise 
contribution associated with lending Kampala Branch deposits at  (BBL)  . 
(i.e. 20% -12.5%), while the Kampala Branch will always show a loss of 
slightly less than it‟s fixed and other expenses. 

- Moreover, given that (BBL) only source of funds is the 22% Eurodollars, this 
incremental contribution is to a large extent attributable to the Kampala 
Branch. 

- Perhaps a transfer rate equal to the 20%   (BBL) Ltd loan rate is appropriate 
for evaluating the performance of the Kampala Branch. 

- This would however fail to compensate BBL   for the costs associated with 
soliciting and serving the loans.  Thus the best policy may be to use dual rates, 
with the Uganda Bank rate being tied to the Kampala Branch cost of funds 
and the Kampala Branch rate being tied to the Uganda (BBL) Ltd. rate (This 
structure would also provide the appropriate motivation, as transfers would 
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take place except when the BBL   loan rate dropped below the Kampala 
Branch cost of funds or Kampala branch loan rate which ever is higher or 
when the Kampala Branch cost of funds rose above the   (BBL)  Loan rate). 

- At this point, it is worthy noting that the need for dual rates highlights the 
fact that the branches are sufficiently interdependent so as to make evaluation 
as individual financial performance centers a questionable practice.  Since 
neither branch can obtain the 7.5% incremental contribution acting 
separately, it is difficult or impossible to evaluate them meaningfully as 
separate entities. 

- Some students may raise the question about whether dual rates may lead to 
“Loose” cost of control by both branches.  After all, each branch will be 
enjoying extremely favourable transfers prices. 

 
a) Given an increase in the Kampala branch loan rate to 14% as well as no significant 

increase in Loan demand at this branch the “Outlay cost plus opportunity cost” 
rule will seem to profit to retention of the 12.5% transfer rate advocated in (a) as 
Mr. Obachi  still has “excess capacity” (i.e. excess lendable funds) and therefore no 
opportunity cost on these funds. 

 
- However, in sight of the loan rate differential between the two branches, total 

bank profits will be maximized only if all funds above the reserve requirement 
are transferred to   (BBL) .  Thus the appropriate transfer rate would be slightly 
above 14% because this is the lowest rate at which it is disadvantageous for Mr. 
Obachi to solicit loans with rates below the (BBL)  rate. 

- In other words, the “general rule” in the chapter is interpreted  as 12.5% + 
(14.0 – 12.5%) = 14% on any funds having a valid opportunity cost.  (The 
word solicit was used because it is necessary to make a limited number of 
“Loss-Leader” loans in order to compete for the deposit business. 

- If a credit worthy pastor of the retired community requests a loan, it is usually 
a competitive necessity that the loan be made. 

- In a service, the outlay cost plus opportunity cost rule is still applicable 
because our objective is to put Obachi in a position where he would not have 
“excess capacity” (i.e., where he is servicing something less than the potential 
Kampala Branch Loan Demand).  Only if the BBL Loan rate drops below 14% 
would we prefer to have Mr. Obachi lend his funds at Kampala Branch. 

 
- The use of the 14% rate for evaluation of branch performance raises the 

same problems outsourced above, because the total bank profit-
maximizing function of the Kampala Branch is to act as a saw material 
supplier for BBL if  separate evaluation is to be made, the dual rate 
structure outsourced above is still appropriate. 
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b) Assuming a decrease in the Eurodollar rate to 18%, as well as a 12% Loan rate 

at Kampala Branch, the 12.5% transfer rate advocated above remains proper 
from a motivational point of view. 

 
- Under these circumstances, however it is possible to clearly indicate that 

incremental contribution attributable to each branch with a transfer price.  
Specifically, if the Kampala Branch had not been built, BBL would be making 
an incremental contribution of 2% (i.e. 20% - 18%).  Thus the incremental 
contribution of the Kampala Branch  is 5.5% (i.e. 18% - 12.5%), and the 
appropriate transfer price for evaluation of branches is the 18% Eurodollar 
rate.  (In general, as long as the Eurodollar rate is below the BBM rate, a 
transfer price tied to the Eurodollar rate will also provide the proper 
motivation.) 

- Mr. Obachi  will be motivated to solicit and transfer deposits to BBL  so long 
as the Eurodollar rate is greater than his loan rate and/or cost of funds). 

- It was pointed out in the above discussion on the transfer rate appropriate for 
evaluating branches that the branches are sufficiently interdependent so as to 
make individual evaluation by an income statement based on transfer prices 
of limited value. 

- The same conclusion applies to management evaluation.  A related problem is 
the fact that the income figure may fluctuate for seasons unrelated to the 
performance of the individual manager. 

- For example, assume that we had decided to use the dual rate (i.e. 20% for 
Mr. Obachi  and 12.5% for Mr. Kariuki) advocated above and that after the 
decline in the Eurodollar rate in (c) it was decided to use 18% for evaluation.  
The resulting 2% decline in Mr.Obachi‟s contribution is no way related to his 
performance or to any decision variables under his control. 

- This type of fluctuation could probably be avoided by using the dual rate 
structure for management evaluation. However, even the approach is less 
than acceptable to the extent that Mr. Kariuki‟s performance is dependant on 
the rate  Mr. Obachi has to pay on savings deposits  while Mr. Obachi‟s 
performance is dependent on the prevailing BBL.  Loan rate, variables over 
which neither of them really has control. 

- If income statements are to be used for evaluating managers, they should 
probably be based on dual rates combined with measures of variable more 
closely connected with managerial performance such as deposit and loan 
market share and cost control performance. 
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